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About This Checklist 

 

The Turkey Checklist of ProQuest® Microform contains 6 research collections and over 
40 serials. Inside you will find titles pertaining to Literature, Anthropology and Human 
Rights. This checklist also contains information about how to obtain Dissertations. 
 
The checklist will be of particular interest to historians, anthropologists and researchers 
studying local communities. 
 
One pivotal collection from the checklist is Human Relations Area Files (HRAF). As an 
internationally recognized organization in the field of cultural anthropology, HRAF 
provides information that facilitates the cross-cultural study of human behavior, society 
and culture. The collection contains information on the Turkish and beyond. For those 
of you looking to enhance your serials on microform, Turkish Daily News from Ankara 
would make an excellent addition to any library. This paper features world news, but 
also gives extensive coverage to local news. 
 
This preface provides a glimpse into the contents of the Turkey Checklist of ProQuest® 
microform. Feel free to browse through our titles, or if you are looking for a particular 
title, please consult the table of contents in the front. If you have any questions 
regarding our titles, please contact your ProQuest representative at  
umisalesinfo@proquest.com, 800.521.0600 ext. 2793 or 734.761.0600 ext. 2793. 
 
If you would like additional copies of this or any of our ProQuest® microform 
catalogs/checklists, you may either make photocopies of the catalogs or contact your 
ProQuest Sales Representative to have printed copies mailed directly to you. 

mailto:umisalesinfo@proquest.com
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The Advantages of Microform 

 
Despite the continually developing array of digital technologies—and sometimes because of it—
information professionals at libraries and universities worldwide still rely on microform. They know it is 
an archival medium that will meet the needs of researchers for years to come. Microform provides many 
advantages including: 
 

 New Viewer/Scanners - Images can now be easily sent to remote locations using 
microform viewer/scanners, which link to your computer workstations, letting you view 
and print articles or digitize and transmit them electronically (within Fair Use 
guidelines). This approach combines the unparalleled preservation and storage benefits 
of microform with the speed and ease of electronic access. 

 Special Collections - Microform is the answer if you need hard-to-find or specialty 
resources. Many older newspapers and periodicals are available only in microform, and 
it gives your users access to complete page images from historical titles—often from the 
first issue forward. 

 Space Savings - Microform lets you store an extensive collection of complete article 
images in a small amount of space. Microform takes up less than one-tenth the area of 
bound copies of newspapers and periodicals. 

 Ownership - There is no upkeep or access fees. It uses stable, proven technology you 
already have, with no need for new workstations or continual software upgrades. 

 Clarity and Accuracy - Microform is the answer if you need cover-to-cover clarity and 
accuracy. Full-image articles are essential to getting the full story. 

 Complete Collection - Microform usually is the best solution if you need a complete 
collection fast. Maybe you’re seeking accreditation or even rebuilding after a disaster. An 
extensive, customized collection of retrospective and current microform titles will meet 
the needs of your researchers quickly and efficiently. 

 Support for Specialized Studies – A compact collection in microform will meet 
specialized research needs and still leave plenty of resources for the rest of your 
population. Many libraries also use microform as an added point of access for content 
that is most in demand. 

 Durability - archived properly, it can last for generations, and there is no degradation of 
images. 

 ProQuest Quality - ProQuest’s microform images are taken directly from the original 
printed pages, so you always get the clarity of first-generation copies. 

 

ProQuest Microform is the answer because we’ve been producing it since 1938. We not only exceed 
industry standards, we set them. Our microform products include thousands of newspapers and 
periodicals, and hundreds of research collections, many of which are not available from any other source. 
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Books in Languages of Minority Groups of the FSU 

The collection contains books of the following languages: 

 Aleut; 25 fiche 

 Altai; 25 fiche 

 Assyrian Neo Aramaic; 16 fiche 

 Chukot (Luoravetlan); 20 fiche 

 Crimean Tatar (Crimean Turkish); 12 fiche 

 Even; 14 fiche 

 Evenki (Tungus); 22 fiche 

 Gilyak (Nivkh); 27 fiche 

 Koryak (Nymylan); 22 fiche 

 Ingrian (Izhor); 20 fiche 

 Itelmen; 18 fiche 

 Karaim; 23 fiche 

 Karelian; 14 fiche 

 Khanty; 14 fiche 

 Mansi (Vogul); 15 fiche 

 Nanai (Hezhen); 19 fiche 

 Nenets (Samoyed); 20 fiche 

 Romani (Vlach); 23 fiche 

 Saami (Skolt); 17 fiche 

 Samoyed; 2 fiche 

 Selkup; 28 fiche 

 Shor (Kondoma Tatar, Mras Tatar, Kuznets Tatar); 11 fiche 

 Shugan; 19 fiche 

 Talysh; 25 fiche 

 Tatar (Tatarskii); 34 fiche 

 Tsakhur; 25 fiche 

 Veps (Chuhari); 18 fiche 

 Yukaghir; 14 fiche 

 Yupik (Central Siberian Asiatic Eskimo); 27 fiche 

St. Petersburg, Russia; In Various Languages 

569 fiche 
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Card Catalog of the Department of the Literature of the Nationalities 

of the Former Soviet Union, from the National Library of Russia, St. 
Petersburg 

The Department of the Literature of the Nationalities of the FSU holds the largest collection in the world of published 
materials of the numerous nationalities of the FSU. The collection, begun more than two centuries ago, today contains 
more than 1.5 million items, including first editions of books and periodicals in nearly 90 languages. The collection also 
contains publications in the same languages printed all over the world, but mainly in Western Europe. Among those are 
books in Armenian and Georgian from the 17th and 18th centuries published in Rome, Paris, Amsterdam, 
Constantinople and Venice. All these works have been cataloged in the card file which is now available on microfiche. 
The biggest sections are in the Armenian, Uzbek, Georgian and Azerbaijani languages. Following are the languages of 
the various nationalities in which the books and periodicals were written and which comprise this card catalog: 

 Abazinskii, 2 fiche 

 Abkhazskii, 5 fiche 

 Avarskii, 6 fiche 

 Adygeiskii, 6 fiche 

 Azerbaidzhanskii, 107 fiche 

 Aleutskii, 1 fiche 

 Armianskii, 114 fiche 

 Assiriiskii, 1 fiche 

 Bashkirskii, 24 fiche 

 Buriatskii, 9 fiche 

 Vepskii, 1 fiche 

 Gagauzskii, 1 fiche 

 Gruzinskii, 168 fiche 

 Darginskii, 5 fiche 

 Izhorskii, 1 fiche 

 Ingushskii, 4 fiche 

 Itel'menskii, 1 fiche 

 Kabardinskii, 6 fiche 

 Kazakhskii, 78 fiche 

 Kalmytskii, 5 fiche 

 Karaimskii, 1 fiche 

 Kara-kalpakskii, 16 fiche 

 Karachaevo-balkarskii, 6 fiche 

 Karel'skii, 1 fiche 

 Kirgizskii, 45 fiche 

 Komi-zyrianskii, 9 fiche 

 Komi-permiatskii, 3 fiche 

 Krymsko-tatarskii, 7 fiche 

 Kumykskii, 7 fiche 

 Kurdskii, 2 fiche 

 Lakskii, 5 fiche 

 Latyshskii, 137 fiche 

 Lezginskii, 6 fiche 

 Litovskii, 144 fiche 

 Luoravetlanskii (Chukotskii), 
2 fiche 

 Mansiiskii, 1 fiche 

 Mariiskii-gorn., 4 fiche 

 Mariiskii-lugov., 10 fiche 

 Moldavskii, 53 fiche 

 Mordovskii moksha, 7 fiche 

 Mordovskii erzia, 8 fiche 

 Nanaiskii, 1 fiche 

 Nenetskii (Samoedskii), 1 fiche 

 Nivkhskii, 1 fiche 

 Nogaiskii, 3 fiche 

 Nymylanskii (koriakskii), 1 fiche 

 Oirotskii (altaiskii), 5 fiche 

 Osetinskii, 12 fiche 

 Saamskii (lopad.), 1 fiche 

 Sel'kupskii, 1 fiche 

 Tabasaranskii, 3 fiche 

 Tadzhikskii, 43 fiche 

 Talyshskii, 1 fiche 

 Tatarskii, 64 fiche 

 Tatskii, 2 fiche 

 Tuvinskii, 7 fiche 

 Turkmenskii, 37 fiche 

 Udmurtskii, 9 fiche 

 Uzbekskii, 121 fiche 

 Uigurskii, 10 fiche 

 Khakasskii, 3 fiche 

 Khantyiskii (ostiatskii), 1 fiche 

 Tsakhurskii, 1 fiche 

 Tsyganskii, 1 fiche 

 Cherkesskii, 2 fiche 

 Chechenskii, 5 fiche 

 Chuvashskii, 23 fiche 

 Shorskii, 1 fiche 

 Shugnanskii, 1 fiche 

 Evenkiiskii (tungus.), 1 fiche 

 Evenskii (lamut.), 1 fiche 

 Estonskii, 140 fiche 

 Iuitskii (eskimos.), 1 fiche 

 Iakutskii, 15 fiche 

St. Petersburg, Russia; In Various Languages 

1,540 fiche 
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HRAF: Human Relations Area Files 

Human Relations Area Files, Inc. (HRAF) is an internationally recognized organization in the field of cultural 
anthropology. Established as a not-for-profit membership consortium of universities, colleges and research 
institutions, HRAF’s mission is to provide information that facilitates the cross-cultural study of human behavior, 
society and culture. HRAF grew out of work in the 1930s by behavioral scientists at the Yale University Institute of 
Human Relations who began development of a classification scheme for cultural information by subject. The Human 
Relations Area Files was incorporated in 1949 with Harvard University, the University of Oklahoma, the University 
of Pennsylvania, the University of Washington and Yale University as its founding members. These five were joined 
within the year by the University of Chicago, the University of North Carolina and the University of Southern 
California. Some 300 colleges, universities, libraries, museums and research institutions in the United States and 25 
other countries are now Associate or Sponsoring Members. 
 
HRAF is a financially independent research agency of Yale University in New Haven, Connecticut. Since World War 
II, the growing concern of students, scholars and the general public around the world to understand ethnic conflict, 
cultural diversity and global problems has generated a demand for educational and research programs emphasizing 
the worldwide, comparative study of human behavior and society. The development of cross-cultural and area 
studies requires an extensive body of readily available organized cultural information. Scattered among myriad 
journals, dissertations and fieldwork studies and across numerous disciplines, conventional sources of such 
information are often inaccessible, expensive and difficult to utilize effectively. The HRAF collections are specifically 
designed to lessen these barriers to cross-cultural research.               
Only members of HRAF can acquire access to HRAF collections. Thus individuals or institutions (colleges, universities, public libraries, 
museums, high schools, etc.) must first become members of the HRAF consortium before they can acquire microfiche. All applicants must be 
approved by the Board of HRAF. However, virtually all applicants are accepted. 

Please inquire for additional information 

 Selected Sample File Set 
HRAF has created the Selected Sample File Set (also known as the Probability Sample Files), a 
specially selected group of 60 representative cultures from around the word, to enable global 
comparative studies when an institution is not able to acquire the complete collection. The materials 
in these files touch upon virtually all of the areas of social and cultural life of most interest to scholars 
and students.  Each of the cultures in the Sample Set represents a different cultural area. 

 Asia – Andamans, Chukchee, Garo, Iban, Ifugao, Khasi, Korea, Santal, Sinhalese, Taiwan 
Hokkien, Tailand, Toraja (Eastern Toraja), Yakut 

 Central Asia 
 Turkestan – General and Turkic Peoples  

6 culture files on 278 fiche 
 

 Asia - Outline of World Cultures Subsets: 
 Turkestan – General and Turkic Peoples, 23 fiche 

 Kazakhstan (RQ) Kazak, 34 fiche 

 Regional Groups – Asia
 Turkestan 

 Turkic Peoples 

95 culture files on 6,839 fiche 
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Human Rights Watch Publications 
1980 - 2008 

Founded in 1978, Human Rights Watch is dedicated to protecting the rights of individuals worldwide. The 
organization conducts regular, systematic investigations of human rights abuses in approximately 70 countries and 
produces a wealth of timely publications documenting these crimes. Since it began publishing reports in 1980, 
Human Rights Watch has produced more than 1,200 publications, covering over 100 countries and ranging from 6-
page, country-specific investigations to the comprehensive Human Rights Watch Annual Report and longer reports 
of 900 pages. All of these publications are now available on microfiche. The HRW microfiche collection is available on 
a year-of-publication basis.   
Human Rights Watch publications contain information not available from any other source, covering many of the 
most significant issues of our times. They are relied upon by citizens’ organizations, policymakers, the press, the 
academic community and concerned individuals worldwide. Libraries and their patrons will find the microfiche 
edition of the Human Rights Watch 1980–2008 publications to be an invaluable resource. 
 
Ongoing supplements will be added to the Alternative Press collection on a yearly basis. 
USA 

2,657 fiche 

Sketches of the Hungarian Emigration into Turkey, A. Honved* 

1 reel 35mm 



   

  



   

 

International Related Serials 
(Organized Alphabetically by Country)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Please inquire about minimum orders
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Please note: All titles marked with † are available through their 1908 volume year due to copyright restrictions; In 2009, availability will be through the 1909 volume year 

Germany 

Tercüman* 
1978 - 1995 
Neu-Isenburg, Germany 
Various runs 
In Turkish 

Please inquire for additional 
information 

Kyrgyzstan 

Komsomolets Kirgizii* 
1957-1958 & 1962-1964 
Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan 

Please inquire for additional 
information 

Kyzyl Kyrgyzstan* 
1951 - 1956 
Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan 

Please inquire for additional 
information 

Leninchil Zhash* 
1961 
Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan 

Please inquire for additional 
information 

Mugalimder Gazetasy* 
1958 
Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan 

Please inquire for additional 
information 

Qirghizston Haqiqati* 
1958 - 1959 
Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan 

Please inquire for additional 
information 

Sovetskaia Kirgiziia* 
1940 & 1942-1954 
Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan 
Scattered missing periods 

Please inquire for additional 
information 

Sovetskaya Kirgiziya 
1955 - 1972 
Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan 

18 reels 35mm 
Catalog# 61059 

Sovettik Kyrgyzstan* 
1956 - 1980 
Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan 

Please inquire for additional 
information 

Turkey 

Ekklesiastike aletheia*† 
1885-1897 & 1920-1923 
Istanbul, Turkey 
Weekly 
In Greek 

9 reels 35mm 

Gazette 
1950 - 1969 
Ankara, Turkey 
Lacks 1951 and 10 issues 

32 reels 35mm 

al-Jawa'ib*† 
1861-1862 & 1877 
Istanbul, Turkey 
Weekly; Partial reel 

1 reel 35mm 

Journal de la Chambre de 
Commerce de 
Constantinople*† 
1894-1914 & 1918-1921 
Istanbul, Turkey 
Weekly 

9 reels 35mm 

Levant Herald 
(Constantinople 
Messenger - Eastern 

Express)*† 
1873 - 1914 
Istanbul, Turkey 
Daily 

117 reels 35mm 

Levant Times & Shipping 
Gazette*† 
1868 - 1874 
Istanbul, Turkey 
Weekly; Missing July-December 1874 

9 reels 35mm 

Le Matin*† 
1879 
Istanbul, Turkey 
Daily; Included on microfilm of 
Stamboul 

1 reel 35mm 

Neologos*† 
1871 - 1892 
Istanbul, Turkey 
Weekly 
In Greek 

40 reels 35mm 

Smyrna Mail*† 
1862 - 1864 
Smyrna, Turkey 
Fortnightly; Partial reel 

1 reel 35mm 

Stamboul*† 
1875 - 1914 
Istanbul, Turkey 
Daily 

83 reels 35mm 

Turkish Daily News 
1968 - 2000 
Ankara, Turkey 
Turkey's first and only English daily, 
the Turkish Daily News from 
Ankara, features world news as well 
as stories covering international 
sports, music and cinema. Local 
news is also given extensive 
coverage, both in news stories and 
editorials and in the "Turkish Press 
Scanner" - a feature summarizing 
important stories from newspapers 
throughout Turkey.                  
Daily; Please inquire about continuation 
In English 

77 reels 35mm 

Türkiye Cumhuriyeti 
resmï gazete* 
1950 - 2000 
Turkey 

144 reels 35mm 

La Turquie*† 
1867 & 1870-1875 
Istanbul, Turkey 
Daily 

11 reels 35mm 

Weekly Budget*† 
1880 - 1913 
Istanbul, Turkey 
Weekly; Imperfect 

18 reels 35mm 
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Turkmenistan 

Iash Kommunist* 
1958 - 1964 
Ashkhabad, Turkmenistan 
Scattered missing periods 

Please inquire for additional 
information 

Komsomolets 
Turkmenistana* 
1958-1965 & 1983-1987 
Ashkhabad, Turkmenistan 

Please inquire for additional 
information 

Mugallymlar Gazeti* 
1958 & 1961-1964 
Ashkhabad, Turkmenistan 

Please inquire for additional 
information 

Sovet Turkmenistany* 
1943, 1945-1947 & 1951-1980 
Ashkhabad, Turkmenistan 

Please inquire for additional 
information 

Turkmenskaia Iskra 
1955 - 1989 
Ashgabat, Turkmenistan 
1940, 1942-1948 & 1951-1960 also 
available 

35 reels 35mm 
Catalog# 61066 

Zakaspiiskoe Obozrenie* 
1896-1897 & 1899-1900 
Ashkhabad, Turkmenistan 

Please inquire for additional 
information 

Uzbekistan 

Esh Leninchi* 
1954, 1957, 1958-1959 & 1962 
Tashkent, Uzbekistan 

4 reels 35mm 

Komsomolets 

Uzbekistana* 
1957-1970 & 1983-1990 
Tashkent, Uzbekistan 

19 reels 35mm 

Lenin Bairag'y* 
1962 - 1990 
Tashkent, Uzbekistan 

26 reels 35mm 

Okraina* 
1892 - 1893 
Samarkand, Uzbekistan 

Please inquire for additional 
information 

Pravda Vostoka 
1955 - 1972 
Tashkent, Uzbekistan 
1930-1954 also available on 43 reels 
35mm 

18 reels 35mm 
Catalog# 61054 

Qizil Uzbekiston* 
1951 - 1964 
Tashkent, Uzbekistan 
Scattered missing periods 

25 reels 35mm 

Sovet Uzbekistoni* 
1965 - Present 
Tashkent, Uzbekistan 

34 reels 35mm 

Stalinskoe Znamia* 
1949 
Andizhan, Uzbekistan 

1 reel 35mm 

Turkestanskaia Pravda* 
1923 
Tashkent, Uzbekistan 

1 reel 35mm 

Uzbekistanskaia Pravda* 
1933 
Tashkent, Uzbekistan 

1 reel 35mm 

Uzbekiston Madaniati* 
1971 - 1980 
Tashkent, Uzbekistan 

6 reels 35mm 

Uzbekistoni Surkh* 
1954 - 1964 
Tashkent, Uzbekistan 

7 reels 35mm 
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UMI Dissertation Publishing 
Soon after its founding in 1938, UMI became the publisher of record for U.S. doctoral 
dissertations. To this day, ProQuest fills that role for graduate students whose 
dissertations and masters theses have been accepted by accredited institutions 
throughout North America. 

How UMI’s Dissertation Program Works 

Dissertations and theses available from ProQuest /UMI are used by researchers in all 
fields of study. The ProQuest /UMI dissertation product line – which consists of 
bibliographic data, indexing, access tools and the published documents themselves – is 
recognized worldwide because of its comprehensive coverage, high-quality information 
and rigorous editorial control. 
 
The online ProQuest Dissertation & Theses Database (PQDT) catalogs over 2 million 
doctoral dissertations and master’s theses, dating from the first U.S. dissertation in 1861. 
Thousands more are added yearly. Over one million dissertations and theses are 
available in full page image in microform and paper, both bound and unbound. Many 
are also available in digital format, for downloading over the Web. Dissertations can be 
located and ordered on a standing order basis or via: 
 

 ProQuest Dissertations & Theses, which provides searching capabilities and online access to 
citations and abstracts for every title in the database. Titles published since 1997 are available 
in .PDF digital format and have citation and abstract, plus 24 page previews available. 
Dissertations can be purchased in print, microfiche or .pdf format. 

 ProQuest Dissertation Express for both individuals and libraries. If you have a specific title in 
mind, Dissertation Express will let you look it up by title, author or publication number. Once 
you find it, you can place your order immediately via our online ordering system. Use this 
service when you know exactly which dissertation you need to order. Dissertations can be 
purchased in print, microfiche or .pdf format. 

 DATRIX Direct – custom computerized search service (please see the DATRIX form enclosed 
in this document). This is an individualized search we perform for you based on your specific 
research topic. 

 UMI Digital Archiving and Access Program - Ask your UMI representative about this new 
access and preservation service for institutions. 
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